I. CHANGES

The original Request for Bid No. TE1084: Network Equipment Upgrade remains in effect except as revised by the following changes, which shall take precedence over anything to the contrary in the specifications.

A. Page 8, Section VII. Cost Sheet, Attachment A has been revised. Please see the Revised Cost Worksheet included in this Addendum 1 as Attachment A – Revised Cost Worksheet. Bids will only be accepted on this Attachment A – Revised Cost Worksheet.

II. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

The following questions are as they were presented to Park Hill School District. The answers to said questions have been answered as completely and accurately as possible.

Q: Wireless Questions:
Should the vendor replace AP SKU’s with -A domain (Canada/Mexico) to the -B domain (US)?
Is 8x5xNBD Solution Support required for 36 month term on 4800 series access point?
Should the following SKU (LIC-CT3504-1AP-INT) be changed to (LIC-CT5520-1AP-INT)?
Are Cisco One Foundation SKU’s required (need added) for additional ISE and MSE Licenses?
A: Please refer to the above Section 1. CHANGES, Item A. for a revised cost sheet.

Q: Switching Questions:
You’ve requested 8x5 NBD smartnet coverage for Erate eligible SKU’s which come with smartnet at no cost.
Are you wanting to purchase additional smartnet coverage for these eligible items?
A: No. EDU SKU’d parts were not to have the 8x5 NBD SmartNet coverage. Please refer to the above Section 1. CHANGES, Item A. for a revised cost sheet.

Q: Voice Questions:
The 200 new CUCM call manager licenses conflicts with RFP: “Flex Plan RFP TE1086.” If you plan to move licensing to Flex licensing would you like these additional 200 quoted as Flex licenses instead?
A: Please refer to the above Section 1. CHANGES, Item A. for a revised cost sheet.

Q: Attachment A, Network Equipment spreadsheet. Please confirm that the following changes requested below, are correct.
- Row 13: 3802i - Needs to be -B domain for US.
- Row 15: 3802E - Needs to be -B domain for US.
- Row 189: 1562D - Needs to be -B domain for US.
- Row 191: 1562i - Needs to be -B domain for US.
A. Correct. Please refer to the above Section 1. CHANGES, Item A. for a revised cost sheet.

Q: Attachment A, Network Equipment spreadsheet. Please note, the below sku is not a EDU sku, however there is one available. Do you require an EDU version for this sku?
  - Row 23: (C9800-CL)
  A. No. This will be left as is.

Q: If we do not plan on submitting an alternative bid, do we still need to fill out the alternative bid tab?
A: The alternate bid sheet is not required as part of your response.

Q: Please confirm that there is no difference in part numbers, quantity, and service between the primary and alternate bid worksheets other than the additional blank columns D and E in the alternate sheet.
A: Confirmed.

Q: We have noticed some inconsistencies throughout the Services – list, please confirm this is how you want the Smartnet.
  - Build 1 – C9500 = 12 month 8x5, AP4800 = 36 month 8x5 Solution Support, 9800-CL Controller = 12 month Software support, C1 Wireless DNA Essentials = 60 month
  - Build 2 – C9300-48UXM = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 3 – C9410R Dual SUP = No services
  - Build 4 – C9407R Single SUP = No services
  - Build 5 – C9407R Dual SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 6 – C9410R Single SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 7 – C9410R Single SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 8 – C9410R Single SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 9 – C9407R Single SUP = no services
  - Build 10 – C9410R Single SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 11 – C9300-48UXM = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 12 – IE1000 = no services, C9300-24U = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 13 – C9407R Single SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 14 – C9407R Dual SUP = no services
  - Build 15 – C9407R Dual SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 16 – C9407R Dual SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 17 – C9410R Dual SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 18 – C9410R Dual SUP = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 19 – ISR 4331V, 4321V = 12 month 8x5
  - Build 20 – ISR 4331V = 12 month 8x5
A: Items of an EDU SKU were not to have the 12 month 8x5 added. Please refer to the above Section 1. CHANGES, Item A. for a revised cost sheet.
III. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Each bidder shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum No. 1 of Bid No. TE1084: Network Equipment Upgrade by his/her signature affixed hereto, and shall attach this Addendum to the original proposal submitted. Failure to sign and submit this addendum may render your proposal Non-Responsive.

Certification by Bidder:

Signature: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________________________

Title: _________________________________________________ Company: _________________________